
Alu is a Short INterspersed Element 
(SINE); a transposable element of about 
300 bp that acts as a genomic parasite

Example--Alu insertion

Very common in primates

Are Alu SINEs harmful, helpful, neither?

Are they evolving?

Makes up about 10% of human genome



Can we tell if a gene is evolving?

What is the definition of evolution?

Consider 2 human Alu insertions:

tPA25 (in intron 8 of PLAT)

tPA25 +/+ : 56

PLAT is the gene on chromosome 8 for tissue plasminogen activator; ACE is the gene on 
chromosome 17 for angiotensin converting enzyme

ACE-I (in intron 16 of ACE)

tPA25 +/- : 143

tPA25 -/- : 64

ACE-I +/+ : 27

ACE-I +/- : 165

ACE-I -/- : 71

Data from 263 subjects in north-western Italy; see Selvaggi et al. (2010) Legal Med. 12:212-214.



Task 1: Calculate the allele frequencies
tPA25

tPA25 +/+ : 56

tPA25 +/- : 143

tPA25 -/- : 64

How many tPA+ alleles are there in this sample?
255

56 homozygotes each carry 2, and 143 heterozygotes each carry 1

How many tPA- alleles are there in this sample?
271

64 homozygotes each carry 2, and 143 heterozygotes each carry 1

How many total alleles are there in this sample?
526

Each of 263 people carry two tPA alleles



Task 1: Calculate the allele frequencies
tPA25

tPA25 +/+ : 56

tPA25 +/- : 143

tPA25 -/- : 64

Let p represent the frequency of the tPA+ 
allele and q represent the frequency of the tPA- 

allele

What proportion of the alleles in this sample are tPA+?
p = 255/526 = 0.4848

This is the allele frequency for tPA+

What proportion of the alleles in this sample are tPA-?
q = 0.5152

NOTE: p + q = 1



ACE-I
ACE-I +/+ : 27

ACE-I +/- : 165

ACE-I -/- : 71

Task 1: Calculate the allele frequencies
tPA25

tPA25 +/+ : 56

tPA25 +/- : 143

tPA25 -/- : 64

q = 0.5152
p = 0.4848

q = 0.5837
p = 0.4163

By definition, if p and q are static, then no evolution is occurring; 
otherwise, it is.

But how do we check if p and q are changing when we only have data 
from one point in time?



Suppose we have a population of people with the 
following properties:

1)  The population is large enough that random fluctuations are 
negligible

2)  Mating is random (people are not choosy)  

3)  No one enters or leaves the population (no immigration or 
emigration)

4)  Mutations are so rare they can be ignored in the short term

5)  Natural selection is not operating on the genes we will study

Task 2: Calculate expected genotypes in the next 
generation

Let’s cut our teeth with the simplest setting first:



Task 2: Calculate expected genotypes in the next 
generation

Consider first tPA25

If the 5 assumptions we made earlier hold, mating occurs as if  zygotes 
are determined by choosing two gametes at random from the population.  

Gametes are haploid and meiosis (usually) segregates homologous 
chromosomes equally

Therefore, the probability that a gamete carries the tPA+ allele is  0.4848, 
and the probability that it carries the tPA- allele is 0.5152

What’s the probability that a tPA+ sperm fertilizes a tPA+ egg?



Task 2: Calculate expected genotypes in the next 
generation

Consider first tPA25

If the 5 assumptions we made earlier hold, mating occurs as if  zygotes 
are determined by choosing two gametes at random from the population.  

Therefore, the probability that a gamete carries the tPA+ allele is  0.4848, 
and the probability that it carries the tPA- allele is 0.5152

What’s the probability that a tPA+ sperm fertilizes a tPA+ egg?

We can use a Punnett square to calculate the probability

Gametes are haploid and meiosis (usually) segregates homologous 
chromosomes equally



tPA+

Solution

0.4848

0.4848

0.5152

tPA+/+

0.2350

Second 
Gamete

First Gamete

0.2498

0.2498 0.26540.5152

tPA+

tPA-

tPA-

tPA+/-

tPA+/- tPA-/-



Therefore, we expect:

about 23.5% of the next generation to be 
genotype tPA+/+;

about 49.96% (24.98 × 2) of the next generation to be 
genotype tPA+/-;

and the remaining 26.54% of the next generation to be 
genotype tPA-/-
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Hardy-Weinberg Theorem for 2 Alleles 
at 1 Locus

If the population is large, mating is random, there is 
no migration, negligible mutations and no natural 
selection, then the expected genotype frequencies in 
the next generation are the following:

Fr{AA} = p2

Fr{Aa} = 2pq

Fr{aa} = q2



Solution to the tPA25 problem

How many people will have what genotypes for tPA25 in this 
population at any time in the future.

What are p and q for generation 1? 

Generation fr{tPA+/+} fr{rPA+/-} fr{tPA-/-} p q

0 0.2129 0.5437 0.2433 0.4848 0.5152
1 0.2350 0.4996 0.2654 ??? ???



Calculating p and q for generation 2
Note that 

fr{aa} = q2 = 0.2654

Therefore, what is q?

  q = q2 = 0.2654 = 0.5152
And what is p?

  p = 1− q = 1− 0.5152 = 0.4848

Generation fr{AA} fr{Aa} fr{aa} p q

0 0.2129 0.5437 0.2433 0.4848 0.5152
1 0.2350 0.4996 0.2654 0.4848 0.5152

Did the population evolve?



Conclusion

If the Hardy-Weinberg assumptions are true, then 
no evolution will occur

Corollary 1: If any of the Hardy-Weinberg assumptions are 
violated, then evolution does occur

We say the population is in “Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium”

Corollary 2: Natural selection is not the only mechanism of 
evolution

Corollary 3: Other mechanisms must be violations of the 5 H.-
W. assumptions



Mechanisms of Evolution
Each violation of the Hardy-Weinberg assumptions generates 

an evolutionary effect

1) Violation of large population: Evolution by genetic drift

2) Violation of random mating: Evolution by sexual selection 
according to some; other indirect effects on evolution 

3) Violation of no migration: Evolution by gene flow

4) Violation of negligible mutation: Evolution by mutation 
pressure

5) Violation of no natural selection: Darwinian evolution or 
evolution by natural selection



Using the Hardy-Weinberg
Is there evidence that tPA25 evolving in northern Italy?

Now we have a tool to determine the answer. Here’s the reasoning:

1) We just showed that if tPA25 were not evolving, then the genotype 
frequencies are expected to match the Hardy-Weinberg theorem; that is

fr{tPA+/+} = p2

fr{tPA+/-} = 2pq
fr{tPA-/-} = q2

2) We know from the data that p = 0.4848 and q = 0.5152

3) Therefore, if tPA25 were not evolving, then
fr{tPA+/+} = 0.2350
fr{tPA+/-} = 0.4996
fr{tPA-/-} = 0.2654



Using the Hardy-Weinberg
Is there evidence that tPA25 evolving in northern Italy?

4) There were a total of 263 people sampled; therefore, if tPA25 is not 
evolving, the expected numbers of each genotype are:

5) Test the hypothesis that tPA25 is not evolving with goodness-of-fit:

# tPA+/+ = 0.2350 (263) = 61.8050
 #tPA+/- = 0.4996 (263) = 131.3948
# tPA-/- = 0.2654 (263) = 69.8002

Genotype Obs Exp (O-E)2/E

tPA+/+ 56 61.8050 0.5452

tPA+/- 143 131.3948 1.0250

tPA-/- 64 69.8002 0.4820

X2 = 2.0522; p = 0.3574



Using the Hardy-Weinberg
Is there evidence that ACE-I evolving in northern Italy?

Test the hypothesis that ACE-I is not evolving with goodness-of-fit:

Genotype Obs Exp (O-E)2/E

ACE-I +/+ 27 45.5794 7.5735

ACE-I +/- 165 127.8150 10.8182

ACE-I -/- 71 89.6056 3.8632

X2 = 22.2549; p = 1.471×10-5

q = 0.5837p = 0.4163

No evidence that tPA25 is evolving, BUT EVIDENCE THAT ACE-I IS
Rigat et al. (1990; J. Clin. Inv. 86:1343-1346) found that circulating ACE in ACE-I -/- 

individuals was double that in ACE-I +/+ individuals

Hamdi et al. (2002; Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun. 295:668-672) found that 
individuals with age-related macular degeneration were more likely to be ACE-I -/-



Can we tell if a CCR5-∆32 is evolving?

If CCR5-∆32 makes people resistant to HIV, 
where in the world should it be most prevalent?


